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        Setting Up Your 6.5 Creedmoor Rifle for Long Range Hunting
                    
                     Posted on February 22, 2023February 23, 2023    by Gary Mauser            

            

    
                                                
                
There is a huge growth in long-range hunting and shooting. Long-range shooting and hunting are fun and exciting. Being able to have a precise shot of a deer at 1000 yards is immensely rewarding. However, moving from 300 yards accuracy to 1000 yards accuracy needs practice, preparation, and the right rifle and ammo. There is a lot more involved when it comes to shooting at long ranges.




First, you need a long-range rifle and ammunition. The 6.5 Creedmoor rifle for long-range hunting is a perfect pick that can serve you well. The 6.5 6.5 Creedmoor is light recoiling and flat shooting that is based on the 308 Winchester. It was first introduced in 2007 and fits inside the AR10/308 AR platforms.




Long-range hunting and a 6.5 Creedmoor rifle




The 6.5 Creedmoor rifle guarantees long-range shots with the highest precision. It is a perfect choice when taking down mature bucks at a distance. It is a suitable rifle for the backwoods and beyond. Building a custom 6.5 Creedmoor is a great way to achieve precision shooting at long ranges.




However, there is a lot more to prepare and set up than having the perfect 6.5 Creedmoor rifle. Below, we discuss the various steps through which you can set your 6.5 Creedmoor rifle for long-range hunting. They include the following:




Sturdy foundation




This is the first and most important step towards setting up your 6.5 Creedmoor. You need to have a sturdy and stable foundation. Most 6.5 Creedmoor rifles are usually custom made rifles and require a sturdy foundation. Take a closer look at the upper receiver and ensure it matches its lower receiver. The receivers need to be milled from sturdy and solid materials. When fully assembled, the upper and lower receiver should lock tightly as a vault.




You need to make sure the receiver style is designed to accept a wide variety of AR-styles, bolts, and .308. It is recommended that you use the same manufacturer for the barrel and bolt. Overall, the assembly of your Creedmoor rifle should be done by a qualified gunsmith.




Optics




Once your 6.5 Creedmoor rifle is assembled sturdily and ready for use, you need to consider an optic for your 6.5 Creedmoor. Long-range hunting requires the best and highest quality glass. You need unparalleled accuracy at long-ranges, especially when hunting to avoid injuring your targets. The best hunters and good ethics require a sure kill with a single shot to prevent the game from suffering from pain. The good news is that the 6.5 Creedmoor is one of the best rounds when it comes to long-range shooting. You can easily hit 250 yards precisely without sight. However, when it comes to long-range hunting, you need the best 6.5 Creedmoor scope. This can easily go up to 1000 yards and more ensuring you get a precise shot of your kill.




The best part about the 6.5 Creedmoor is that it fits a wide range of rifles. Some of the competitive shooters have gone beyond 3000 yards with a 6.5 Creedmoor rifle when they have the right long-range scopes.




There is a lot to consider when choosing a long-range scope for 6.5 Creedmoor hunting. When choosing your 6.5 Creedmoor scope, you need to consider the magnification. The more magnification you have, the further you can see. You should also consider between variable and fixed long-range scopes. Fixed scopes are the best but only provide a fixed magnification. Variable scopes are versatile and allow easy change of magnification for both short and long ranges.




Accessories and ammunition




Next, you need to have the accessories and ammunition ready. Since we are dealing with the 6.5 Creedmoor, we just need to look at the necessary accessories. There are a few basic shooting accessories to have ready. These include a bipod stand, rear bag, and optional mat. A stand is necessary when setting up a stationary shooting station. You need your rifle to be stable for precise shots. The mat also comes in handy when setting your base while the rear bag provides you with a safe and easy way to carry your rifle.




Range setup




The 6.5 Creedmoor provides you with a wide range of shooting. You can start from close ranges of 300 yards. Next, we have the medium ranges of 300 yards to 700 yards. Lastly, we have long ranges of 700+ yards.




Understanding the shooting or hunting range is important in choosing your scope. It is worth noting the 6.5 Creedmoor rifle is not a short-range weapon. However, if you want to hunt a whitetail with a 6.5 Creedmoor, then consider magnifications of 5-9x power. For medium ranges, a magnification of 9-15x works best. Lastly, we have the long ranges when you need to consider magnifications of 15X upwards.




The bottom line




When setting up your 6.5 Creedmoor for long-range hunting, make sure you understand all the basics. You need to have the right optics and accessories with you. For more information about optics, we would recommend you to visit usfclass.com. 
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        6 Tips On Purchasing A Concealment Shoulder Holster
                    
                     Posted on July 29, 2021July 13, 2021    by Gary Mauser            

            

    
            
The type of concealment shoulder holsters people buy is based on their individual preferences. If you plan on purchasing one soon, consider the content below to get more insight about appropriate information to know before buying one. You do not need to be in the military to get a shoulder holster; people get it to conceal their self-defense handgun.









The most common holster type is hand and shoulder holsters; both are alike in function and add a degree of beauty to the individual who holds them. You can get in touch with the closest arms store near you to get a holster that perfectly suits your body.




What is a holster?




After purchasing an arm, you might be worried about how to keep it away from children for safety reasons. Buy a holster today, and you won’t need to worry about holding a gun in your hand every time. An item that helps to restrict unwanted movement of your handgun is known as a holster. It can be either on the shoulder or waistband.




Most security operatives in the United States always have a strap over their shoulder holster to make it difficult for anyone to pull or fall off. With the help of a holster, you can easily conceal your arm, run after criminal(s) and perform your security duties.




Standard Shoulder holsters in 2021




If you plan on purchasing an arm soon, you can consider the following trendy shoulder holster below as your choice;




	Galco Miami Classic





People love this design because it perfectly fits the body and has fine leather. It makes the arms owner look like a secret agent; you can give it a trial. With the Galco Miami Classic, you don’t need to worry about belt loops because it has wraps that perfectly hold your arm. After wearing the holster, it has options for enough space as the muzzle points downward. The gun magazines are also close to the gun for easy accessibility.




	UTG shoulder holster





Most UTG shoulder holsters are generally black. Customer reviews have shown that this holster is relatively cheap compared to others. UTG shoulder holster comprises plastic buckles and polyester, unlike other brands that encompass leather and other materials. If you are new to holster and want to train yourself on shooting, consider this holster type. You can easily switch the buckles with the double magazine pouch. The straps are adjustable to create more fitness on the body.




	Aikate shoulder holster





Aikate shoulder holster makes you look discreet with no appearance of an arm on your body. If you own a gun and plan to buy a shoulder holster soon, consider this type. A large percentage of users have confirmed that it is large, flexible, and suitable for low profile. It has just one single strap, which is elastic around the ribcage. Because it is one-handed, you can select either the right or left side configuration. There are no options for magazine pouches, so they can not be easily seen on the body.




	Aker 101 holster





If you want a holster with enough features at a considerable price; Aker 101 holster is the best for you. It is an open-ended holster with fitted leather without belt loops.  In addition, it has enough magazine pouch space to secure different sizes of magazines. Another essential feature is it has an adjustable strap to fit your body irrespective of your size.




	Federal shoulder holster





For those that prefer carrying a revolver or other large weapons, this is the perfect choice for you. The federal Aker shoulder holster is without concealment, thereby making your gun accessible and very easy to pull. In addition, the vertical orientation of this holster is for large firearms that might not fit into traditional holsters.




It also has a large shoulder strap, which serves as a support for the heavy handgun. If you want a holster that is easy to clean, durable, and can carry heavy firearms, go to the nearest gun store and purchase a federal shoulder holster.




Tips on purchasing the right concealment shoulder holster




To get a durable and quality shoulder holster in your neighborhood, follow the following information;




	Consider the holster’s position





Before buying the holster of your choice, be sure that you can easily conceal and pull your weapon when required. Hostlers have different orientations, which affect the position of the gun. Based on your weapon preference or experience, you can choose either the horizontal or vertical holsters position. Upright posts are for large handguns, and this is common among security operatives. The horizontal holster position is the simple opposite of the previous mention. It is used for smaller weapons and points the handgun away from the wearer’s body to avoid misfire.




	Wearer’s comfort





Because you have a handgun on you does not imply you should discomfort yourself. There are several holster types which are affordable with quality material. When buying any shoulder holster, ensure it fits when on your body with no accident risk. Some users have complained of discomfort whenever they put on their shoulder holster. You can test the holster you plan to buy on your body to notice any tightness or pain.




	Gun fitness in the holster





Make sure the gun perfectly fits the holster you are planning to purchase. After checking the fitness, ensure the firearm is easily accessible to your reach when needed. Do not buy a shoulder holster you will have to struggle with when you want to pull your gun. Some holster brands can suit any design of small weapon; why not place an order for a sample if you plan to purchase a gun soon. You can also carry your weapon to the place you want to buy the holster and confirm if it perfectly fits.




	Retention or cover top





A good holster should have a cover top that helps hold the ammunition to the shoulder. Always avoid a shoulder holster that would make your handgun fall during a confrontation. The cover top should be able to hold the gun and pull when required. Different retention designs are available in the market. Good retention could also serve as an advantage when you want to remove your weapon against your enemy or opponent.




	The price of the holster





You can get different shoulder holsters at a pocket-friendly price; all it requires is to make inquiries on the exact brand you want and place your demand. Furthermore, you can get the latest design of holster which is durable with fine leather, from the online market or nearest gun store in your community. Also, some brands offer flexible payment plans for their items; why not place an order today and conceal your gun from any sort of accident.




Conclusion




It is not an arduous task to get the right shoulder holster at a considerable price. Simply follow the above tips or seek the help of a professional when required. You can get your shoulder holster from an online gun store, and it would be dispatched to your location and check more best shoulder holster options from 57center.com .
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        Top 7 Shooting Safety Gear Must Have
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Safety is crucial when firing any weapon. If you’ve ever fired a weapon, you’ve probably heard someone say ears and eyes safety. Protecting yourself whenever shooting a weapon is something you need to take seriously.




Most shooting ranges have shooting personal protective equipment, PPE to help shooters combat loud noises, adverse weather environments, and hot brass or casings. It is important to prepare for any shooting practice with the necessary safety gear. These are gears that enhance your safety whenever in the shooting range. Some of the common shooting safety gears to consider include:




Ear protection




Shooting ear protection should be top of your list because of the loud noises when firing weapons. Most guns produce high noise levels with up to 140 decibels.  There is a huge risk of hearing loss if you don’t have the right ear protection. The recommended noise level that ears can tolerate is around 60 decibels. However, noises in the shooting range go beyond 100 decibels.




Wearing earmuffs and earplugs is one of the best ways to protect your ears. The ear protections cover the entire ear and block any external sounds. Some advanced ear protections allow shooters to listen to music and converse with fellow shooters while blocking loud external noises.




While earmuffs are quite effective at blocking external noises, they need do not always fit well. You need to choose the best brands that fit well with your eye protection. This takes us to our next crucial safety gear.




Eye protection




Eye protection involves wearing glasses to protect your eyes from any flying objects once a shot is taken. Wearing regular sunglasses and other safety glasses is recommended. However, these types of glasses do not offer the right protection. You need to consider shooting glasses with wraps around the sides. Eye protection is necessary because of ricochets when firing a rifle. Consider eye protection that provides good ballistic protection.




The ideal shooting eye protection should stop high-velocity projectiles. The glasses need to meet military and NATO requirements. You also need to consider the type of lenses on the glasses and ensure they match your shooting. Dark-tinted glasses are considered the best when shooting outdoors on a sunny day. Yellow tinted glasses are ideal for indoor shooting as they make images pop. You can also choose glasses with interchangeable lenses for versatile use.




Proper dressing




Clothes and apparel that shooters wear to a shooting range also count as safety gear. Proper PPE includes the pants and shorts that shooters wear. It is recommended that you cover most of the skin with proper dressing. Consider wearing long-sleeved shirts to cover the entire arm. Hot bullet casing can land anywhere on the body and cause injuries.




You also need to consider pants that cover the entire leg providing protection. When choosing the right pair of pants, make sure you consider comfort. Shooters tend to perform better when they are comfortable. You need to avoid any form of distraction and focus on your shooting. A hot casing on the skin leads to sudden reflex movement. This can coincide with a loaded firearm at hand leading to accidental trigger pulling. PPE protects the hot casing from landing on the skin and causing unexpected reflex movements.




Sturdy closed shoes




Your feet should also have the right protection in the form of sturdy closed shoes. A pair of closed sports shoes is a great choice. You can also consider boots as long as they remain comfortable. Avoid flip-flops as they leave most of the feet exposed.




Lung protection




Are lungs included in your safety protection? If not, then consider getting a tactical respirator. When guns are fired, lead is vaporized and discharged right on the shooter’s face. This coupled with the smell of the gun’s smoke can cause harm to your lungs. Inhaling pulverized lead particles is dangerous for our health.




Once the lead is inhaled into the lungs, it goes directly into the bloodstream contributing to lead poisoning. Lung protection is highly recommended for individuals that use range shooting regularly. A breathable respirator can help protect the lungs from lead and other dangerous chemicals.




Shooting gloves




You also need to consider a pair of safety shooting gloves. Shooting gloves are essential for shooters providing excellent hand protection. The gloves cover and protect hands when shooting. Most feature thick padding that helps absorb shock and impacts from shooting. When rifles are fired, there is recoil that shocks the hands. Wearing quality shooting gloves helps absorb any shocks from the rifle.




The ideal gloves also offer excellent bad weather protection. Most feature a soft fleece lining on the interior to provide hands with warmth.




Knee/elbow pads




You can also consider some knee and elbow pads, especially when shooting from multiple positions. There are instances when you find your knees on the ground as you practice shooting from different positions.




Final thoughts




Having these safety gears with you at the shooting range greatly enhances your safety. Make sure you take necessary safety measures and gun safety rules into consideration when handling a gun. Most of the gears are pretty simple but come in handy in case of accidents.
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        BEST BUDGET LPVOS – BURRIS AND VORTEX COMPARISON
                    
                     Posted on June 1, 2021February 23, 2023    by Gary Mauser            

            

    
                                                
                
I’ve been testing out a few budget-friendly low-power variable optics on a few of my ARs and today we’re going to take a closer look at two of them. the Vortex Strike Eagle and the Burris RT6.




We’re going to see how they stack up against each other and more importantly we’re going to try to find out if the concept of a value priced LPVO is even worth pursuing.  




THE BASICS OF LPVOS




Before we get into the specifics of these two scopes let’s talk about the basics of LPVOs the LPVO low-power variable optic is one of two different compromise options in the world of AR optics.  Let’s imagine a spectrum of speed versus precision on the one end of the spectrum you have a typical high magnification scope, the most precise option on the other end of the spectrum you have a normal red dot or holographic sight. 




If you’re expecting to use your AR exclusively at long range you’ll be happy with a scope that has a minimum of four times magnification or even higher.




If you’re expecting to use your AR exclusively at close range you’ll be happy with a non magnified reflex sight.




But if you don’t really know what your engagement distance will be or you just want to cover your bases you can compromise.  One option is to use a red dot sight with a flip over magnifier allowing you to punch out a little further with the red dot.  The other option is to use a variable scope with a low power setting that’s as close to 1x as possible allowing you to more quickly and more comfortably acquire and engage targets at close range with a scope. 




WHICH IS THE BEST SET UP?




I don’t think there is one they are all a compromise of one kind or another so it’s going to depend on your situation and your personal preference.  I’m not even sure which is the best setup for me, i’m still experimenting with it.  I do however really like the LPVO concept for my 16-inch rifle which will circle back to you later. 




One of the most important factors of an LPVO is illumination.  On a normal magnified optic the illumination chiefly helpful to pick out the reticle in low-light.  On an LPVO however it’s also important to be able to use the reticle at speed when on 1x magnification in normal well-lit environments.  In order to be even close to as usable as a red dot at close range in the daytime, an LPVO has to get really bright.  Ideally the 1X setting on an LPVO is as close to a red dot as you can get, and at full magnification 4, 6, 8 or whatever you can take shots as with a normal scope.  When you dial the magnification up the LPVO works just like a normal scope because it is one.  When you zoom all the way out to 1X it doesn’t quite function like a normal red dot.  The nicer the LPVO the closer it gets to a true 1X with minimal distortion and parallax. But the limiting factor here is still the laws of physics,  the light is still passing through a whole bunch of curved glass.




Let’s take a look at our two test subjects: the Burris RT6 and the Vortex Strike Eagle.  Both of these scopes are 1-6x magnification and both retail for the same approximate price.  I bought both of these with my own money but I didn’t pay that much for either one, if you wait for a sale you shouldn’t either. 




BURRIS RT6 AND VORTEX STRIKE EAGLE COMPARISON




BURRIS RT6




I have it mounted to my 16 inch AR carbine with a worn skeleton 30 millimeter mount.  The RT6 uses vs ballistic AR reticle and is second focal plane so the reticle is the same size at any zoom level.  Here’s all the fancy stuff going on with this reticle.  It’s pretty much all great to me, I don’t know what a MOA is, i don’t know what mils are and I have no idea how big a yard is, my house doesn’t even have a yard. 




The important things to me are the nice clean central dot for shooting at long range with maximum magnification and the horseshoes surrounding it for shooting at close range with lowered magnification.  The ballistic AR reticle has trajectory compensation out to 600 yards but in my application I’m focused on 200 yards or less.  With the illumination on the central dot and the surrounding horseshoe light up and get pretty bright, it’s still not as bright as a red dot and it isn’t as fast and easy on the brain. 




The controls on the RT6 are my favorite feature.  The illumination rheostat has an off position in between each of the numbered on positions, so you can set it and forget it.  One click to get to your desired brightness, one click to turn it back off. 




The magnification throw lever is also big and easy to use.  I had no issues changing the magnification on the fly while running or in between strings of fire.  








I also liked the turrets which are protected and are nice and clear, easy to read and easy to use.








VORTEX STRIKE EAGLE




In the opposite corner in the green and white trunks is the Vortex Strike Eagle.  I tested this on a 12.5 inch mid length gas AR pistol using Vortexes own 30 millimeter mount.  This is the original version of the strike turkey with Vortexes AR BDC reticle.  Like the RT6 this is second focal plane, on paper the attack pigeon should be simpler than the Burris Ballistic AR reticle but I find it hard to use.  Instead of a clean central dot,  the assault chicken has stadia lines going every which way.  When shooting groups I wasn’t really sure of my reticle placement and it was hard to get a consistent sight picture.  In theory you zero the top horizontal line at 50 and use it as your 50 and 200 yards zero.  The tip of the vertical line extending upwards is your 100 yards zero.  I like this idea a lot when I read about it on the internet but when putting it into practice it turns out, I just like the clean central dot.  








The biggest problem with the Vortex battle goose is that the illumination is underwhelming.  At maximum illumination, the whole reticle illuminates on the AR BDC but even cranked up to 11 with a fresh battery it’s useless in daylight conditions.  The Burris RT6 isn’t as bright as a real red dot but the war sparrow doesn’t even qualify as bright, the reticle is just dark red.  The rheostat on the murder finch doesn’t have the useful intermediate off positions like the RT6 but the illumination is so bad it kind of doesn’t matter.  




The other issue I had with the combat pheasant is that the throw lever has a very low profile nub and it is much harder to change magnification on the fly versus the RT6.  I’m not sure how often you’ll ever have to change magnification in an emergency but it’s still something to consider.  Luckily Vortex has already addressed these issues, there’s a new version of the skirmish vulture 1-6 that has a new reticle with a different illumination pattern.  This one is supposed to be brighter than the old one and it has the same clean central dot and illuminated outer horseshoe layout that I really like on the RT6. It also has an optional extended throw lever, if you’re looking to buy a siege duck, i highly recommend you get the new one, from the looks of things that solves all the problems I had with the original.




So which is better? Between the two of these,  the clear winner is the Burris RT6.  I prefer the controls and the reticle.  However between the new strike eagle and the RT6, the difference could probably be decided by a coin toss, i think I’d still go with the Burris. Thanks to the nice rheostat design and the comfortable throw lever. 




The extended throw lever on the new Strike Eagle looks like an improvement but I still prefer the design on the Burris.  Also the new strike eagle has an extra ounce of weight owing to that throw lever whereas the old one and the rt6 were almost identical and weight.




Both Vortex and Burris have a great warranty and great customer service so I am not worried about manufacturer support for either scope.




If you’ve got one of the new Strike Eagles, let me know how it works!  I’m not going to run out and buy one to start this whole test over again but I am curious how they do.




CAN YOU GET A GOOD LPVO ON A BUDGET?




I think the answer is yes.  I’m not going to claim the RT6 or Strike Eagle are in the same weight class as LPVOs that cost four times as much money but they absolutely do get the job done.




I’ve read criticism of the quality of these cheaper scopes that makes it sound like the glass in them is literally opaque. I checked and the glass in both of these scopes is in fact transparent . More expensive scopes are generally going to have higher quality glass and be clearer and brighter.  But if you look at them enough to tell the difference you probably have too much time on your hands. 




The more immediate difference between cheap and expensive LPVOs is going to be how close the 1X gets to being a true 1X.  If the 1 X magnification setting on the scope is more like a point 9X or a 1.1X, you’re going to get more distortion around the edges. It also matters how restrictive the eye box is since unlike a normal red dot parallax and scope shadow can become a problem.  Based on my experience, the Strike Eagle had slightly more distortion at 1X and the RT6 though neither one was enough to cause me any major problems. 




The last big feature on the more expensive LPVO’s is illumination.  The Burris RT6 is bright enough to be usable in the daytime but some of the fancy LPVOs get very close to being as bright as a red dot.  The fire dot system on the loopholed patrol for example gets very close to being red dot bright, unfortunately the minimum magnification on that scope is 1.25 so you gain some and you lose some.  True 1 X magnification and super bright illumination are features worth spending more money on.




	If you like the LPVO concept and want to maximize its potential you should consider spending more money to get more scope.  
	If you aren’t sure if you like LPVOs you might want to start with the R 6 or straight edge to see if the concept even works for you.  
	For me, I’m very satisfied with the Burris RT6 and I’m going to keep it on my rifle.  The 12.5 pistols however is going back to a red dot.
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        Muzzleloader Scope vs Rifle Scope
                    
                     Posted on April 21, 2021June 1, 2021    by Gary Mauser            

            

    
                                                
                
Are you confused about which is a better choice for you between a muzzleloader scope and rifle scope? In theory, a scope is a scope. Both the muzzleloader scope and rifle scope operate in the same manner with a few interchangeable cases. However, when it comes to features, there are distinct differences.




Knowing the main differences between a muzzleloader scope and a rifle scope can help you choose the right optic to use on your gun. Whether you specialize in modern rifle scopes or are a muzzleloader shooter, choosing the right scope is critical for accurate and precise shooting. In this post, we will explain the major differences between the two scopes.




Image Source: https://www.barrettrifles.com




Riflescope Overview




Rifle scopes as we know provide magnifications for long ranges enabling shooters to have precise shots. The scopes feature lenses or sometimes a combination of lenses and prisms to magnify targets at long distances. In general, most rifle scopes provide a magnification of 3x to 20x.




Rifle scopes feature precisely machined rings that clamp to rails on top of rifles. The rails hold the scope and rifle together for easy zeroing on targets.




Muzzleloader Scope Overview




Muzzleloader scopes work in a similar manner as riflescopes. They feature objective lenses and ocular lenses. They can also use either lenses or prisms. Unlike rifle scopes, muzzleloader scopes top out at a maximum of 9X magnification. This is because of the long-distance at which they can shoot and the strong recoil.




So, what are the main differences between a muzzleloader scope and a rifle scope? Let’s have a look at these two under different categories.




Eye relief




This is where we have a major difference between the two scopes. Eye relief is the distance you can hold your head behind the scope when zeroing on targets. Muzzleloader scopes tend to have a greater eye relief than rifle scopes. Most muzzleloader scopes have an eye relief of at least 5 inches. Riflescopes on the other hand have an eye relief of at least 3.5 inches. This is because muzzleloader scopes tend to have more recoil as opposed to riflescopes.




When hunting larger games at short ranges, you need a powerful rifle to ensure an immediate kill. A muzzleloader scope for deer hunting is a great choice since it can withstand stronger recoils. The kick from a muzzleloader can be immensely powerful leading to strong recoils. The longer eye relief is designed to keep your eye further away when shooting.




It is recommended that you have at least 4 inches of eye relief when shooting on a muzzleloader scope. While most rifle scopes have an eye relief of 3-4 inches, you can find rifle scopes with as low as 1.5 inches of eye relief. However, rifle scopes with very small eye relief are intended for use on small caliber shooting.




Field of view




Riflescopes usually have a larger field of view as opposed to muzzleloaders. The field of view directly relates to eye relief. While muzzleloaders have larger eye relief, they have a small field of view. Hunting with a muzzleloader scope early in the morning and evening can be a little tricky. This is because of low light levels and a reduced field of view. You need the best muzzleloader scope for low light to hunt effectively early in the morning and late in the evening.




The choice on the right scope here comes to what you consider important. Do you take the field of view over eye relief? It comes down to what you’re hunting and the distance. If your targets are static, then the field of view should not be a major concern.




Parallax




Parallax can be a little difficult to explain. In the real world, things closer to the eyes tend to move faster than when they are further away. This makes it tricky when looking for targets through the scope. When lining a reticle, it is a few inches from your eyes. However, the target is a few hundred yards away. This can be a problem when using optical devices. Most rifle scopes are designed to reduce parallax when viewing targets at 100 yards. However, most users might experience parallax when viewing beyond 100 yards. You will find most scopes with higher magnifications designed to reduce parallax at 200 to 400 yards.




Muzzleloader scopes are usually ideal for shooting at long ranges. Most manufacturers of muzzleloaders design parallax at 50 to 100 yards.




Reticle design




The reticle design is another important feature that brings major differences between the two scopes. Riflescopes usually feature standard crosshairs on their reticles. In addition, they also feature extra markings and lines. These lines are important in helping shooters make adjustments and shoot precisely. For example, rifle scope reticles feature a BDC ladder, (Bullet Drop Compensation). Bullets at long ranges will usually land lower from the center shown on the scope. The BDC ladder helps you compensate for the drop so that you hit the desired spot.




Muzzleloader scopes also feature a reticle design but their BDC ladder is quite different from the one in rifle scopes. The BDC ladder on muzzleloader scopes usually reflects the velocity and size of the muzzleloader shots. They vary from one muzzleloader to another even when the caliber of the bullet is the same.




It is important to note the drop of the bullet over a certain distance changes depending on the projectile size and velocity. Muzzleloader scopes don’t rely on markings or lines on the crosshairs to make fine adjustments for the bullet drop. Instead, they rely on the size and velocity of the projectile.




Final verdict




In conclusion, these two scopes are close to being the same but have major differences in specs size. Both scopes can serve you well depending on the situation. You will not see any major difference at first glance. However, a critical analysis of the features brings out clear differences. We’ve discussed the differences and their effects. There is no better or worse choice. You just need to understand your purpose, range, and rifle and choose accordingly.
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			Gary A. Mauser is a Professor Emeritus at the Faculty of Business Administration and the Institute for Urban Canadian Research Studies at Simon Fraser University in Burnaby, British Columbia. Professor Mauser earned his Ph.D. from the University of California at Irvine. He has dual American and Canadian citizenship. He and his wife, Ede Wong, have five children and live in Coquitlam.

His interest in firearms and “gun control” grew out of his research in political marketing. He has published two books, Political Marketing, and Manipulating Public Opinion and more than 20 articles. For the past 15 years, Professor Mauser has conducted research on the politics of gun control, the effectiveness of gun control laws, and the use of firearms in self defense.

Gary has been a featured speaker in New Zealand, Australia, Great Britain, and in North America.

He purchased his first firearm after moving to Canada and conducting research into firearm legislation. He is a member of the Canadian Firearms Advisory Committee for Public Safety Minister Stockwell Day and of the British Columbia Wildlife Federation.
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